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resulted in a significant reduction in chronic GVHD without an increased risk of relapse or infection. It is important to know that antilymphocyte globulin is produced in rabbits after vaccination with the human Jurkat T-cell line, whereas antithymocyte globulin is produced after vaccination with human thymocytes. Because of the different immunologic properties of these distinct preparations and the lack of reliable comparative studies, the different brands and doses are not interchangeable and our results with antilymphocyte globulin may not be generalizable to antithymocyte globulin.3,4
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More on Data Sharing

TO THE EDITOR: For all the understandable uproar over the term “research parasites” — an inflammatory term that gives short shrift to how open data changed our understanding of Tamiflu, Paxil, and other treatments — those of us who support increased data sharing should realize that Drazen and Longo1,2 were giving voice to an opinion that many researchers privately hold. After all, it is only human nature that some feel wary of a policy that seems to require them to do extra work that other people will then use for their own academic advancement.

The best way to create a world with more data sharing is to hear out these concerns fairly and figure out how to address them. For example, tenure committees and National Institutes of Health funding reviews should give abundant credit to anyone who originates a data set that other scientists find useful. If data sharing is in the self-interest of whoever collected the data, data sharing as a policy will be on better footing.
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TO THE EDITOR: Scientific discoveries are public goods, but public goods are typically underproduced in a market economy because producers are not adequately rewarded. The norms of academic science resolve this social dilemma by rewarding scientists with recognition — which translates into career benefits — for making their discoveries public.1

In science, most recognition accrues to the first to make a discovery.2 Scientists thus need to report their discoveries rapidly to avoid being scooped. Society benefits because other teams can then immediately build upon that work.

Longo and Drazen question whether, outside a collaborative relationship, researchers should be permitted to independently analyze data collected by others. But the alternative would allow those who generate data to grab recognition for a discovery and still restrict access to those data. That alternative would have massive unintended consequences. When data can be withheld, re-
searchers can have their cake, by hoarding their data, and eat it, too, by claiming public credit. Should such behavior become widespread, production of public goods would diminish and the pace of discovery would slow.
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TO THE EDITOR: In their editorials, Longo and Drazen describe the moral imperative of data sharing and the concerns of clinical trialists regarding potential challenges and pitfalls of data reuse by so-called research parasites. They suggested that secondary research should be limited to that involving direct collaboration with primary researchers. While we agree that collaborative secondary research is important, we strongly believe that when it is done right, broader data sharing and reuse can benefit all stakeholders — patients, secondary researchers, and primary researchers. Indeed, the impact of quality research should be enhanced, not diminished, by responsible data sharing and reuse. Rather than discouraging activities that promise sorely needed insights to benefit human health, we should be encouraging and supporting mechanisms that enable responsible secondary research. Examples of positive solutions to the concerns described by Longo and Drazen include improving ethical oversight and peer-review processes to assess the reliability of secondary science, storing metadata with primary data sets to ensure proper contextualization for further analyses, and expanding new metrics for tracking and appropriately crediting researchers whose data sets lead to downstream discoveries.1
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THE AUTHORS REPLY: These letters and others we received, as well as comments that dotted the Internet, reflect a broad range of opinions about the implementation of data-sharing policies. The letters affirm that most people recognize the potential value of studying existing data, gathered in the setting of clinical trials, for new findings; the problem is how to make that happen in a way that respects the needs and norms of the various communities involved.

The point of our editorial was that among the models for sharing data from clinical trials, collaboration between the primary data gatherers and the reanalysts is one that respects the wishes of patients who put themselves at risk for the data to be gathered, reflects the effort of the people who accrued the data, and provides a convenient format for reanalysts to work with available data. We hope that those who gathered the data will recognize the benefit of having others reproduce, confirm, and extend their results. Moreover, we think that the likelihood that others will be examining archived data sets will lead to better data management and curation, thus making it easier for others to benefit from the fruits of their labors.

In the circumstance in which data are not used in collaboration with the data gatherers, we think that reanalysts should, at a minimum, demonstrate that they can obtain the same primary findings that the data collectors published. This will help the reanalysts to avoid making misleading statements that derive from an inadequate understanding of the clinical trial. In this circumstance, as noted in our editorial, a mechanism to give full academic credit to those who gathered the data needs to be developed.

We believe that sharing the data gathered in clinical trials honors the sacrifice made by the trial participants, without whom there would be
Challenges for Sharing Data from Embedded Research

TO THE EDITOR: The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors recently proposed that authors should be required to share clinical trial data,1 and both the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute are advancing data-sharing requirements. We fully support these changes for individually randomized clinical trials when participants authorize data sharing. However, this framework poses challenges for cluster-randomized trials that use routinely collected health care data. Such trials are an important focus of the “learning health system.” For example, 8 of 10 demonstration projects sponsored by the NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaborative involve cluster randomization.

Cluster-randomized trials and other types of embedded research differ from conventional trials in three new features: health systems and providers become incidental research subjects, trials can use every diagnosis, procedure, and medication to perform risk adjustment, and trials can involve hundreds of thousands of people who do not give explicit consent. Thus, the potential for unauthorized reidentification is higher,2 and the consequences may be more severe. It is often impossible to “deidentify” provider organizations, which may have legitimate concerns about the unintended consequences of the disclosure of such information (e.g., adverse marketing by pharmaceutical manufacturers). This consideration may dissuade clinicians and health systems from participating. In addition, the increasing use of distributed analysis methods, in which investigators never have possession of individual-level data, means that there is no conventional data set to share.3

An approach to addressing these issues may be to create data enclaves that allow investigators to conduct analyses without taking possession of data while also ensuring that new analyses are consistent with organizations’ participation agreements. This approach is used by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Virtual Research Data Center. Analyses of distributed data sets will require new technical infrastructure and funding. We are convinced it is possible to achieve meaningful data sharing with embedded research that encourages — rather than discourages — the growth of a learning health system.
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